ReSound Sure Fit Receiver Guide
Multiple receiver options enable ReSound Receiver-In-The-Ear (RIE) hearing aids to
accommodate a wide range of hearing losses.
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Changing a Sure Fit receiver
ReSound LiNX 3DTM
Rechargeable

61-DRWZ

Insert one end of the
multi-tool into the
opening of the
clear receiver lock
just above the top
microphone.

ReSound LiNX 3DTM
and ReSound LiNX2TM

61

Insert the tip of the blue tool
into the small slot on the
housing, behind
PN 0490-059
the receiver.

ReSound LiNX 3DTM
and ReSound LiNX2TM

ReSound EnyaTM
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Insert one end of the multi-tool
Insert the tip of the white tool
into the cut-out at the bottom
into the small slot in
15502500
the receiver locking
of the locking
PN 15502500
mechanism.
mechanism.

PN 17327600
PN 17327600

Using the multi-tool as a lever, lift
the receiver lock gently
until it protrudes from
the hearing instrument.
Note: the receiver
lock does not
need to be
completely
removed.
Pull the receiver out to remove it from
the hearing instrument.

Using the blue tool as1a55
lever,
02500
swing the blue tool out and
away from the hearing
instrument to unlock
the microphone
cover.

Pull the receiver down & out to
remove it from the hearing
instrument.
15502500

Lower the tool at the angle
shown, and pull the receiver locking mechanism up.

Using the multi-tool as a lever, lift
the bottom of the locking mechanism to unlock the
receiver tube.
NOTE: Do not attempt to
disconnect the locking
mechanism from the
hearing instrument.

Pull the old receiver tube straight
out to remove it from the hearing
instrument.

Pull the old receiver tube straight
out to remove it from the hearing
instrument.

To insert a new receiver, push the
new receiver tube until it is fully
seated.

To insert a new receiver, push the
new receiver tube in until it is fully
seated.
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To insert
receiver, push the
50new
2a
550
new1receiver
tube in until it is fully
seated.

To insert a new receiver, push the
new receiver tube in until it is fully
seated.

Lock the receiver tube in place by
pushing the clear receiver lock into
the hearing instrument until it is
flush.

Lock the receiver tube in place by
clicking the locking
mechanism closed.

Lock the receiver tube in place by
firmly pushing down the
locking mechanism
until snugly in place.

Lock the receiver tube in place by
clicking the locking mechanism
closed.
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Attach a dome or custom
Micromold to the receiver.

Attach a dome or custom
Micromold to the receiver.

Attach a dome or custom
Micromold to the receiver.
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Attach a dome or custom
Micromold to the receiver.
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Manufacturer according to FDA:

Manufacturer according to Health Canada:
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